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Webb will now be looking after customers 
in terry’s old patch and is looking forward to 
getting out and catching up with you all.

Holt JCB know how important it is to 
continuously upgrade and invest in your 
machinery.  that’s why JCB Finance has 
launched a low rate offer which provides the 
chance to buy a new JCB and JCB Breaker 
attachments whilst preserving your working 
capital, so contact your local salesman for more 
information on this fantastic offer.

Paul Haddock
Territory Manager - South East Wales
Tel: 07811 972385
Email: paul.haddock@holtjcb.co.uk 

Following on from 
a busy 2016, we 
are looking forward 
to ‘growing 
our business by 
delighting our 
customers’ in 
2017.

Holt JCB has seen the new arrival of Paul 
Haddock who has joined our sales team and 
will be looking after our customers in South East 
Wales.

terry Skews has now hung up his note book 
and work boots for the final time and we wished  
him a fond farewell earlier this month. Gareth 

ACCESS THE
REVOLUTION

WITH HOLT JCB 

ROCKETS BUY BACKHOE 
TO TAKE CENTRE STAGE

Headliner
The Holt

Rocket Rentals, based in Gloucester, have recently ordered the iconic limited edition 70th anniversary 
JCB 3CX, which is based on the 3CX Mark lll. only 70 of these distinctive machines have been 
produced and this one will take pride of place at Rocket Rentals newly build premises at Area 51, 
Bristol Road, Slimbridge, Gloucester, Gl2 7dW. (Pictured below from left to right, Mike Roby - 
General Manager dealer Sales, Andrew Shields - Managing director Holt JCB, Simon tomblin 
- Managing director Rocket Rentals, dan thompstone - UK & Ireland Sales director JCB , Sean 
Campbell - territory Manager Holt JCB and Paul Milward - Mid Range Sales Manager South)

For more information 
visit www.holtjcb.co.uk/

newmachines/
access-the-revolution-1
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FINAL FOND FAREWELL
this month Holt JCB said a fond farewell to Wales best loved salesman after 31 years of service. You may 
recall we announced terry’s retirement back in July 2015 as he planned to retire at the end of the year but 
we were very pleased when he took the decision to stay with his Holt JCB family for a while longer!

there have been so many successes in terry’s long history here at Holt JCB its impossible to mention 
them all but his fantastic service and record sales mean he leaves big shoes to fill! terry has been a pivotal 
part of the Holt JCB Sales team for so many years and will be greatly missed by colleagues and customers 
alike.

this month terry came over to Holt JCB’s Head office in Bristol where Andrew Shields said a few 
words and presented him with a ‘digger in a bottle’, including some of his favourite pass-times. 
(Pictured below from left to right terry Skews and Andrew Shields - Managing director Holt JCB)

the territory terry has covered for over 31 years will now be passed onto the very capable hands of Gareth Webb. terry and Gareth have been working 
alongside each other for over a year now and Gareth is looking forward to making contact with the local customer base over the coming months.

JCB SELECT DEALER OF THE YEAR
Holt JCB hand pick every JCB select machine and further more every one comes with a comprehensive 
six-month warranty, (including three months PremierCover), which means you’ll benefit from the ‘Best 
Backup In the Business’.  Customers also get the added benefit of superior JCB build quality, exemplary 
productivity and higher residuals all at a reduced cost when compared to a new machine. All of our JCB 
Select are hand selected from our used stock and will have no more than 1,500 service hours/per year 
(for all JS series, wheeled excavators, 411-457) or 1,000 service hours/per year (for all telehandlers 
and backhoe models). they will benefit for rigorous checks before being listed for sale and subjected 
to more than 100 separate checks and inspections, even before it’s deemed ready to be listed for sale.

For our latest used equipment visit www.holtjcb.co.uk/used-machines 
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JCB POWER SYSTEMS INVESTS £10M IN MANUFACTURING FACILITY
JCB Power Systems has invested £10 million in its UK engine plant as it gears up to begin full production of cylinder heads and blocks for the first time.

the derbyshire-based factory has installed new CNC machining centres and associated automated processes at the site which will give outstanding fin-
ished accuracy in-house. the investment will also give the company the capacity to produce 45,000 engine sets a year.

JCB Power Systems, based in Foston, began production of its own engine range in 2004 and to date more than 400,000 JCB dieselmax and JCB Eco-
Max engines have been produced. the engines now provide power for more than 70% of JCB equipment sold around the world.

the latest £10m investment will allow the company to produce cylinder heads, engine blocks and bedplates, the major engine components, in-house for 
the first time, boosting efficiency and ensuring that outstanding quality targets are met.

the machining centres have been put through a rigorous test procedure and will commence production in early 2017. they will be able to produce a set 
of engine components in just five minutes, boosting capacity to up to 45,000 engine sets per year.

JCB Group director for Engines Alan tolley said: “the multi-million pound investment in machining in-house gives us direct control over specification, 
quality and cost of the major components.  this is a major step forward for JCB Power Systems and an important piece of the jigsaw that keeps us produc-
ing class-leading engines at competitive cost.”

JCB Power Systems is also celebrating winning two Queen’s Awards, one for Innovation for the development of the EcoMax engine, with its low-emission 
combustion system and the other for International trade. overseas third party sales of the JCB engine family grew by more than 325% between 2012 
and 2014 and almost a quarter of the engines produced last year were for external customers. Alan tolley added:

“Great progress has been made with our engine business in the last 10 years and there’s more to 
come. We’ve continued to invest heavily in engine development and manufacturing to make sure 
our customers have the best engines available.”
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ACCESS THE REVOLUTION WITH HOLT JCB
JCB have entered the powered access market and are launching 9 electric scissor lift models, available soon in the UK.

lord Bamford spoke recently at the global launch event at JCB World Headquarters and had the following to say about JCB’s move into the powered 
access market:

“Welcome to the revolution that is JCB Access, the new major player in the powered access market. JCB Access is part of the global construction 
equipment company that is JCB. With a range of JCB Access products built and certified to a higher standard, alongside industry leading round-the clock 
support, JCB aims to deliver the ultimate solution that global customers expect and deserve. With some of the finest engineering facilities across the globe, 
producing a range of over 300 machines and with an unrivalled reputation for customer service, we wanted to give new customers access to a truly world-
class alternative.”

For further information on accessing the revolution with Holt JCB please contact your local salesman or email enquiries@holtjcb.co.uk
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JCB PILINGMASTER 
DELIVERS NEW GROUND 
ENGINEERING SOLUTION

JCB is creating a new sector in the ground engineering market with the development of an innovative piling solution delivering cost savings for customers. 
With an operating weight of less than 12 tonnes, the JCB Pilingmaster establishes a new market between pedestrian mini piling rigs and full size crawler 
machines. It has been developed in cooperation with ground engineering contractors across the UK that offers excellent flexibility and manoeuvrability.

 Unlike a conventional rig, the Pilingmaster also benefits from a front loader, with joystick control, that can be used to remove unwanted material and to 
clean up the site after piling. this can remove the need for a second machine on site, cutting cost for the contractor.

 the JCB Pilingmaster features:
•	 Maximum 600mm auger diameter to full 14m depth
•	 360° visibility for maximum safety on site
•	 Up to 150 linear/m productivity per shift
•	 Reduced piling mat requirement limits set-up cost
•	 UK design and build with full JCB service back-up

Ground engineered
Unveiled in concept form two years ago, JCB has worked in partnership with piling and ground engineering contractors across the UK, to develop and 
improve the initial Pilingmaster design. this has included upgrading the Kelly-bar, strengthening the piling frame and increasing motor and winch performance.

Based on the four-wheel drive, four-wheel steer chassis of JCB’s most powerful backhoe loader, the Pilingmaster delivers unparalleled manoeuvrability on, 
and between sites.

the weight and accessibility of the machine require far less site preparation than for larger crawler models, with minimal need for an extensive piling mat 
to be constructed. this reduces cost for the contractor, cutting the preparation time before piling can commence. the standard JCB Powerslide sideshift 
boom mounting allows the operator to reach up to three piles from a single position, further reducing time-consuming repositioning of the machine and 
boosting productivity.

 the JCB Pilingmaster delivers up to 1.25 tonnes of head torque, working with piling diameters of 350-600mm in diameter to a full drilling depth of 14m. 
With a typical 450mm auger, the machine is capable of producing up to 150 linear m/day of pile, making it a highly productive rig for its weight and size. With 
a transport height of less than 4m, the machine can travel between sites under its own power at speeds of up to 40kph, reducing the need for expensive 
transport, cutting time and cost for the contractor. JCB’s Auto Smoothride System (SRS) is standard, reducing bounce in the loader arms and improving 
comfort when travelling for the operator. on site, the machine’s limited slip differentials optimise traction in all ground conditions, while optimised weight, 
large diameter tyres and a low centre of gravity help to minimise ground bearing pressure.

Read more on this story at www.holtjcb.co.uk/news-events/news/2017/02/jcb-pilingmaster-delivers-new-ground-engineering-solution
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FOCUS ON
JCB 4CX
ECO BACKHOE

The 4-wheel steer JCB 4CX is the largest backhoe model we produce, and this latest incarnation really is a product of 
our 60-plus years as backhoe market leader, bearing a host of performance, comfort, safety and efficiency improvements.

like our new award-winning EcoMAX engine, which meets Stage IV/tier 4f legislation without dPF or SCR; compact installation provides 
uncompromised visibility and manoeuvrability. the 4CX Eco also has 
high ground clearance and 4 equal-sized wheels, so it can tackle terrain 
unlike any other backhoe. 

Key features include:
•	 Brand new Stage IIIB/tier 4i EcoMAX engine
•	 World’s most efficient backhoe across typical duty cycles 
•	 Best-in-class backhoe output – more material moved per hour 
•	 6% more torque than outgoing models
•	 3 steer modes including 4-wheel steer and crab steer

If you would like more information on the JCB Backhoe loader range 
please do not hesitate to contact your local Holt JCB salesman or 
email enquiries@holtjcb.co.uk.
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Save up to 30%
from £1.65 a tube

PAYMENT PAUSE OR DEPOSIT CONTRIBUTION  
ON A SELECTION OF NEW JCB MACHINES
Available on Hire Purchase agreements with JCB Finance. terms apply. 
Available on new orders placed between 1st February 2017 and 30th 
April 2017, subject to acceptance.
For more information on this offer please contact 
your local salesman or email enquiries@holtjcb.co.uk
Holt JCB ltd are regulated and authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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WRAPS COME OFF TIER 4 FINAL TELESCOPIC LOADER FOR CONSTRUCTION

JCB today launches a tM320 telescopic wheeled loader designed specifically for the construction and industrial sectors. the JCB tM320 combines the 
central driving position and all-round visibility of a wheeled loading shovel with the reach and lift versatility of a telescopic handler – a combination that 
creates a formidable machine for re-handling and loading operations.

the new machine features:
•	 JCB EcoMAX engine meets Stage IV/tier 4 Final emissions without a dPF
•	 3,200kg lift capacity with a 5.2m lift height
•	 Four-speed Powershift transmission
•	 Articulated steer wheeled loader chassis
•	 durable bronze graphite bushes extend chassis pivot and boom greasing intervals

lifting performance
the tM320 – which sits alongside the existing tM320 Wastemaster - has a maximum 3,200kg lift capacity, which is available to a full lift height of 5.2m as 
well as from ground level. It delivers a maximum 1,750kg of lift capacity at full forward reach of 2.95m ahead of the front wheels. this combination of lift 
and reach performance makes the tM320 highly versatile, ideal for general lift and place applications on a construction site, or for re-handling in a concrete 
batching plant or smaller quarry operation.

 the tM320 is powered by a 4.4-litre version of the award-winning JCB EcoMAX engine, developing 93kW (125hp). the EcoMAX engine meets EU 
Stage IV / US tier 4 Final emissions compliance using JCB’s highly-efficient selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system. there is no requirement for a costly 
diesel particulate filter (dPF) to compromise the engine installation and potentially add to machine servicing costs.

JCB Chief Innovation and Growth officer tim Burnhope: “this is a proven solution that we introduced on our loadall telescopic handlers for Europe 
earlier this year. It’s a very compact installation that makes efficient use of AdBlue, without detracting from the engine’s excellent power, torque and fuel 
consumption characteristics.”

the engine, through a four-speed JCB Powershift transmission, offers a maximum speed of 40kph. A load-sensing hydraulic system, with an output of 
140-litres/min, ensures maximum performance and efficiency. the Powershift transmission can be operated in automatic mode or manually, using a 
traditional left hand lever, by operating the shift and forward-reverse selector switches mounted on the Servo joystick. A hydraulic reversible cooling fan 
option is available, that provides a choice of reversing intervals to suit different situations, as well as manual activation to purge the cooling pack of dust and 
debris when necessary. the tM320 also gets cylinder end damping as standard, to refine the operating experience when the telescopic section of the 
boom is fully extended and when the boom is retracted and lowered. JCB’s Auto Smooth Ride System boom suspension is available as an option.

A full colour instrument display is one of several new features in the spacious operator’s cab, providing information and warnings in a clearer at-a-glance 
format. daily checks for engine oil, coolant and washer fluid levels can be completed from the driver’s seat during engine start-up, saving time and ensuring 
that essential checks are carried out as a matter of routine. the machine is also equipped with hard wearing bronze graphite bushes, extending the chassis 
pivot and boom greasing interval to 500 hours. A rear view camera with colour display can be supplied, and an immobiliser key option complements the 
theft deterrence provided by JCB livelink.



DUMP
ALL YOUR PARTS 
NEEDS ON US!
Holt JCB can provide 
parts for all your dumper 
needs, we stock and supply 
Site dumper Parts for 
thwaites, Barfords and JCB.

“To grow our business by delighting our customers.”

CALL YOUR LOCAL 
DEPOT TO ORDER:
Bristol Parts         01179 827921

Exeter Parts         01392 824826

Port talbot Parts      01639 813871

Cheltenham Parts     01242 820030

Blandford Parts       01258 455300

Bodmin Parts    01208 78078

KEEP UP TO DATE AND 
KEEP IN TOUCH VIA
f www.facebook.com/holtjcbltd

l www.twitter.com/holtjcb

i www.linkedin.com/company/holtjcb
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Up to 2,400kg 
to the side of a 

lorry bed

High seating position  
to see the load

Lorries able to be  
parked against racking

Single side loading 
created more yard 
space availability

4WD

FINANCE

UK Business users only. Terms apply. JCB Finance Ltd is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number: 708332).

interest hire purchase  
over 3 years on the  
Merchant Master Teletruk.0% 

www.jcb-finance.co.uk/offers

www.jcb.com

Order NOW for delivery 
before Easter weekend!

Singleside lorry loading saves space, time and improves safety.

SUPPLIER ENGAGEMENT 
AWARD WINNER 2016Why are Merchants 

choosing the JCB Teletruk?

FOR MORE DETAILS CALL 
ANDY CRAWFORD on 

07747 555511

SERVICE SUPPORT
At Holt JCB we are committed to providing an expert and professional service to ensure your machine’s 
uptime is maximised.  the 350 years of engineering experience, constant training, wide range of diagnostic and 
specialist equipment combined means you can be confident that you will receive excellent customer service.

TO BOOK A SERVICE PLEASE CALL YOUR 
LOCAL HOLT JCB SERVICE DEPARTMENT


